Flying Motion:

6 degrees of freedom
x, y, z movements
α, ß, γ orientation

XPlanar principle:
Free-floating
movers for
non-contact
movement
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As an automation and motion specialist, Beckhoff
is setting new benchmarks in drive technology
with the eXtended planar motor system.
Free-floating planar movers move jerk-free
and contact-free at up to 4 m/s over planar
tiles that can be arranged in any desired layout.
The movers are kept at a defined distance by
electromagnetic forces. Travelling magnetic fields
generated in the planar tiles provide for a precise
and highly dynamic positioning of the movers.
The result: maximum possible flexibility in layout
and architecture, maximum positioning flexibility
and optimal simplification of machines and plants.

Contaminants from transported goods are not
spread throughout the plant; liquids can be transported without spilling over; wear and emissions
due to friction are eliminated. The XPlanar system
represents a new drive concept with a unique
value proposition for general machine manufacturing and in the food and pharmaceutical industries, and in both vacuums and clean rooms.
With appropriate surface finishing, the planar
motor system is also available as a hygienic
design version.

A planar mover incorporating permanent magnets levitates above planar
tiles that generate a magnetic field and
detect the mover position.
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XPlanar system:
Flying magnets
with six degrees
of freedom
 overhead movement (above)
 vertical movement (right)

XPlanar floor:
 needs-based layout
 choice of surface finishes
 no wear

XPlanar mover:
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passive component
no electronics
no mechanics
easy to clean

XPlanar tile:
 highly integrated
 flexible use
 simple implementation

XPlanar system

Technical data

Comment

Speed

4 m/s

Acceleration

20 m/s²

without load

Max. load

6 kg

at low speed

Flight height without load

5 mm

Flight height 1 kg load

1 mm

Max. angle of rotation (±)

360°, ±15°
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XPlanar system:
highly flexible
floor and track
layout

Floor layout:
 compact layout
 short transport routes
 flexible use
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The XPlanar tiles can be arranged in configurations to suit any need. Laid out in a floor
arrangement, they keep distances between
processing stations short and provide room to
accommodate buffer zones. The floor size and
geometry can be configured to suit individual
requirements.
Alternatively, XPlanar tiles can be arranged
in long linear tracks. This type of setup makes
XPlanar a highly flexible transport system.
Additional tiles can be laid along certain sections
to create waiting zones, and fast-track lanes can
be added just as easily to allow overtaking and

avoid congestion. Movers can travel along the
same track on outward and return journeys. In
other types of applications, the movers travelling in a circle may be better suited to meet the
requirements. The tile configuration can support
this kind of motion profile, too.

Track layout:
 connects different systems
 accommodates buffer zones
 simplifies congestion avoidance
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XPlanar mover:
Reaches every
point in every way

The Beckhoff planar mover fully deserves the title
„all-rounder“. The movers are available in different formats depending on the application. Each
individual mover can be moved highly dynamically
without collisions and positioned freely on the
system. In addition, movements specific to the
transported goods or production are possible, naturally while travelling: lifting, lowering, weighing,
tilting or rotating.
In the conventional form the planar motor system is used horizontally with the movers moving
above the tiles. However, the range of applications
is much more diverse, because the movers can
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Carries loads of up
to 6 kg – even more in
a group.

5°

Tilting by 5° for transporting and handling liquids.

360°

Special planar modules for
rotating movers by 360° –
increased flexibility.

Lifting, lowering,
weighing: variable in
height by up to 5 mm.

Wall and ceiling travel:
vertical and upside down.
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also be operated vertically and even upside down.
Single movers can move payloads of up to 6 kg.
When grouped, they can move correspondingly
larger loads.
Movers in different sizes
The movers can be selected to suit different loads.
The available bandwidth ranges from particularly
small and light movers up to large movers for high
payloads. Different mover types can be operated
on the planar tiles at the same time.

0.4
APM1002-0000
Planar mover,
aluminium body hard coated,
bottom side inox coated,
95 x 95 x 12 mm, 0.39 kg
0.4 kg payload

3

1.5
APM1003-0000
Planar mover,
aluminium body hard coated,
bottom side inox coated,
155 x 155 x 12 mm, 1.27 kg
1.5 kg payload
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APM1005-0000
Planar mover,
aluminium body hard coated,
bottom side inox coated,
155 x 275 x 12 mm, 2.5 kg,
3.0 kg payload

Power consumption

Technical data

In standby mode per planar tile

13 W

Per mover, 1 mm flight height, unloaded, at standstill

40 … 60 W

Per mover, 1 mm flight height, unloaded, in motion

105 W

Per mover, 2 mm flight height, unloaded, at standstill

50 … 75 W

Per mover, 2 mm flight height, unloaded, in motion

115 W

APM1004-0000
Planar mover,
aluminium body hard coated,
bottom side inox coated,
275 x 275 x 12 mm, 5.0 kg
6.0 kg payload

Comment
position dependent
position dependent
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XPlanar movers:
Flexible use in the
food and pharma
industry

XPlanar opens up new degrees of flexibility in
mechanical engineering, because the system
combines the individual arrangement of the
tiles with the multi-dimensional positioning
capability of the movers on six axes. On top
of that, the contact-free process is absolutely
noiseless without mechanical abrasion and
without the release of particles. All surfaces
are smooth, easy to clean and can be coated to
meet all application-specific requirements. The
number of movers and tiles is freely selectable.

 jerk-free positioning
 high dynamics
 flexible application
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 excellent cleanability
 chemically resistant
surfaces
 hygienic product
handling

 no spilling of liquids
 no carryover of
contaminations
 no friction, no wear
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XPlanar tile:
Planar motor with
integrated position
feedback

The planar tile is highly integrated and unites
all relevant functions. The mover positions are
detected by the tiles. A power supply unit supplies
the output stages with power. Super-flat coils
generate the travelling magnetic field. EtherCAT G
establishes a broadband connection to the Industrial PC. The tiles can be connected in series on a
carrier construction on the machine side.

APS1003-0000
XPlanar tile, 4 active areas,
110/230 V AC/24 V DC, 4.0 kg,
240 mm x 240 mm x 67 mm (L x W x H),
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APS2003-0000
XPlanar tile, rotor area,
110/230 V AC/24 V DC, 4.0 kg,
240 mm x 240 mm x 67 mm (L x W x H),

Free choice of surfaces: Easy-to-clean glass, stainless steel in
hygienic design or plastic finish enable the use in the clean room
and in the pharmaceutical and food industry.

Positioning accuracy

Technical data

Position resolution

1 µm (X, Y, Z)
0.001° (A, B, C)

Absolute accuracy (±)

150 µm (X, Y, Z)
0.15° (A, B)
0.2° (C)

Repeatability (±)

< 50 µm (X, Y, Z)

Comment

at 25 °C, per module
at 25 °C
at 25 °C
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All
XPlanar
kindssystem:
of
A minimum
IPCs.
of
But
components
all of thefor
Beckhoff
maximumkind.
design
flexibility

As a specialist for PC-based control technology,
Beckhoff offers a range of optimally matched and
highly scalable hardware and software components for ensuring the maximum performance of
every XPlanar system. This starts with the TwinCAT
control software, which not only ensures constant
path optimisation and collision avoidance, but
at the same time integrates all other machine
functions on a central platform, from PLC to
robotics, vision, measurement technology and IoT.

TwinCAT:
software platform for
control and engineering

Industrial PC:
scalable hardware platform

EtherCAT G fieldbus:
high performance
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The application runs on an Industrial PC from
the broad and scalable Beckhoff portfolio. The
high-performance fieldbus EtherCAT G supports
high-speed communication.

XPlanar mover:
free positioning in 4 sizes

XPlanar tiles:
free layout configuration
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All
XPlanar
kindssystem:
of
high
IPCs.
flexibility
But
in geometry
all of theand
Beckhoff
application
kind.

The planar tiles in the 24 x 24 cm format can be
used to form arbitrary track geometries that are
precisely adapted to the application at hand.
The size and shape of the tile floor can be freely
scaled and determined by simply combining the
different tiles: oblong, square, rectangular,
L-shaped or ring-shaped. The number of movers
can also be freely chosen; therefore, there are
barely any limits in the application. Every form
of product transport is possible: individual
positioning at processing stations, collision-free
movement in the clean room and in a vacuum,
overtaking in the product flow, product flow

division, parking and moving in and out, even
between contaminated areas. All planar movers
and tiles are easy to clean, there is no carryover
of contaminants and the system operates
without noise and particle emission. At the same
time, the XPlanar system operates with maximum
efficiency through continuous software-based
path optimisation.

Geometries

Ring shapes:
For the flow of product around
a processing station.

Large tile floors:
Ideal for long routes.

Applications
P

Overtaking:
Movers can change lane
and accelerate.
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Parking:
Movers can be extracted
from the product flow.

Waiting zones:
Can be set up directly
alongside the track.

Free-form shapes:
Provide a match for any
space requirements.

Divider:
Simple flow division, e.g. diversion
of a product flow into several channels.

Infeed and outfeed:
For example, into or
out of contaminated areas.
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XPlanar software:
Commissioning
and Track
Management

A wizard makes initial commissioning fast and
simple: scan the system, configure the geometry of
the modules with the mouse, identify the movers,
automatically link in TwinCAT. In ongoing operation, the software carries out the calculation of the
mover position, precise position control, as well as
monitoring and diagnostics. Each mover is identified
by the application software with an axis number
and the XYZ coordinates as well as the angles of
rotation α, ß, or γ of these 3 axes. Helpful items of
information such as current consumption, lag errors,
temperature and many others simplify diagnostcis
and enable integration of additional functions, such
as weighing of products.

TF5890-0080:
Software licence, TwinCAT XPlanar,
PL 80 (Core i 7)

Stage 1
A predefined endless track

Stage 3

1

All movers can move freely

Waiting zone 1
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5

6

2

The mover motion is controlled by TwinCAT
software. The system supports different levels of
automation in 3 expansion stages.
Stage 1: The movers can be moved on a predefined 2D path with simple motion commands.
All functions of the XTS system are available. In
addition, movers can also be lifted or lowered.

Stage 3: Fully automatic path calculation: The
application software sends commands such as
„Drive to Station 1“ or „Wait in Zone B“. The
software executes all other tasks such as path
optimisation, collision avoidance, energy-saving
operation and congestion avoidance. All functions from stage 2 are included.

Stage 2: Different 2D paths can be defined.
The movers can switch between these paths. All
functions from stage 1 are included.

Stage 2
Track 1

Several interconnected tracks

Track 2

Track 3

Track 4

Track 5

4

3
Waiting zone 2
Waiting zone 3

7

8
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All
XPlanar
kindsstarter kit:
of
fully
IPCs.
functional for
But
a fast
allintroduction
of the
Beckhoff kind.

APS9000
Starter kit for planar motor technology,
6 (2 x 3) APS1003 planar motor tiles,
4 APM1003 movers, IPC, software,
pre-installed, ready for operation

APS9001
Starter kit for planar motor technology,
12 (4 x 3) APS1003 planar motor tiles,
4 APM1003 movers, IPC, software,
pre-installed, ready for operation
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A starter kit available in two versions allows a fast
introduction to the technology. A fully functional
package is supplied containing all necessary
components. 2 x 3 planar tiles, 3 x 4 planar tiles,
4 movers, Industrial PC with pre-installed software.
The planar tiles are pre-assembled and installed on
a carrier frame. The electrical components and IPC
are installed in a control cabinet.
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All
XPlanar
kinds optimises
of
all IPCs.
applications:
But
fromallclean
of the
rooms
Beckhoff
to assembly
kind.
lines

The possible range of applications of the planar
motor system is as wide as its configurability is
variable. Due to its usability in a vacuum and in
clean rooms, XPlanar is ideally suited for all
product transport tasks in the pharmaceutical
and food industries with their demanding hygiene
requirements. Sorting and order picking are
considerably simplified, as is the reliable handling
of samples in automated laboratories and the
moving of products into and out of contaminated
areas. Machines and plants can be smaller dimensioned and the footprint reduced. Production
speed and efficiency are considerably increased
through the use of Beckhoff XPlanar.

Pharmaceuticals:
no carryover of foreign particles
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Assembly technology:
jerk-free, precise positioning, no mechanical stress

Food:
easy cleaning, transport of open liquid containers

Laboratories:
no abrasion, no foreign particles

Food/order picking:
no contamination, no contact, easy cleaning
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PC-based control:
Universal platform
for PLC, motion
control, vision, IoT,
M2M and more
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The ability to process industry-standard signals
in automation environments exceptionally fast is
not the one and only strength of Beckhoff. With its
exceptional customer focus and solutions expertise,
the company is constantly pressing forward into
new fields of application. XPlanar heralds a whole
new era in product transportation, with a wealth
of possibilities being available in the modular
Beckhoff automation portfolio right from the
start. Since XPlanar is integrated with proven core
functionality of the XTS system, its feature set will
already include synchronization, cam plate functions, collision avoidance and extensive diagnostics
at market launch.

EtherCAT Master

EtherCAT Terminals

EtherCAT Box

EtherCAT Drives

XTS

XPlanar

Camera
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Globally available:
PC-based control
from Beckhoff

Beckhoff – New Automation Technology
Beckhoff implements open automation systems
based on PC Control technology for more than
35 years. The product range covers Industrial PCs,
I/O and Fieldbus Components, Drive Technology
and automation software. For all areas of
application, product series are available that can
be used as separate components or integrated
into a complete and seamless control system.
The Beckhoff “New Automation Technology”
philosophy represents innovative control and
automation solutions that are used worldwide
in a wide variety of different applications
and industries, ranging from CNC-controlled

machine tools and wind turbines to intelligent
building automation.
Worldwide presence on all continents
The worldwide presence of Beckhoff in 75 countries ensures fast service and support for
globally operating customers in their local
language. Moreover, geographical proximity helps
us develop an in-depth understanding of the
technical challenges our customers are faced
with around the world.
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DK3462-1118

Leverage new degrees of freedom:
www.beckhoff.com/xplanar

Beckhoff Automation GmbH & Co. KG
Huelshorstweg 20
33415 Verl
Germany
Phone: + 49 5246 963-0
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